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Kim Norris: 
I think I got involved in the advocacy around 2003, and back then there were not targeted therapies.  The discovery of 
EGFR, we had these drugs, gefitinib (Iressa) and erlotinib (Tarceva), that were starting to work, but we didn't know why.  So 
it was kind of reverse.  We had to say, why were these drugs working in 10 percent of the patients that got it?   
 
So the researchers had to go and figure out, and that's when they discovered, wait a minute, there's an EGFR mutation.  
And those patients with EGFR mutation do well, and oh, well, maybe other patients have unique mutations.  So that just 
kind of started the ball rolling.   
 
It also started with the human genome process, and from the Human Genome Project they also then went to the Cancer 
Genome Project.  And with the Cancer Genome Project, luckily they selected lung cancer to be one of the first solid tumors 
to study the genome.  So that just opened up this wealth of information where we actually learned that no two lung cancer 
tumors are alike.  Every patient's tumor is unique.  It's like a snowflake.   
 
Whereas before if you had lung cancer, we would just treat all lung cancers the same. Now with precision medicine, 
targeted therapy we can actually identify what mutation your tumor has and identify a treatment that will go directly to 
that mutation and help kill the tumor.  It's very exciting.   
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